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# Name Surname From 
Distance 

[km] 

1 Nikhad Pavlovic Serbia 237.23 

2 Vandaniya Maksimovic Switzerland 219.43 

3 Hutashan Heer Switzerland 131.00 

4 Andreas März Switzerland 131.00 

5 Pushkar Müllauer Switzerland 63.00 

6 Ulugbek Berdimurotov Uzbekistan 58.48 

7 Bharu Rother Germany 52.70 

8 Devabala Malits Hungary 45.90 

9 Sairibha Omberg Estonia 33.80 

10 Giuseppe Marzullo Italy 31.05 

11 Pungava Chersich Italy 9.45 

12 Günter Maldiner Germany 25.00 

13 Madhuja Doni Moldova 1.35 
     

  
Total [km] : 

 
1039.39 

  
Total participants: 

 
13 

 

 

The 27-Hour Cycling Relay is being organized every year since 2008 in Zurich, 
Switzerland. The rules of this event are simple: the cycling goes on continuously for 27 hours 
and all the time there must be at least one participant cycling on the track; there are a few 
available loops of different length (1.4km, 5km and 7km) and participants freely choose which 
loop they want to cycle; there is a counting/refreshment station where the participants make 



breaks and log the number of loops they did since the previous break; after 27 hours the total 
distance is calculated for each participant as well as the grand total of all participants; there is 
a set goal for each year for the grand total; participants are also encouraged to set their own 
goals and try to transcend their achievements from the previous years. The participants in 
Zurich ensure that there are no gaps in cycling during the whole 27 hours.  

This year we realized that there are many cyclists who would like to join this event, but 
who live too far and cannot come to Zurich with their bicycle. For this reason, starting from 
2012 the 27-Hour Cycling Relay 2012 will allow an additional rule: participants are allowed to 
cycle anywhere else during the 27 hours of the event, but they must measure the distance 
crossed and timely inform the organizers (latest 12 hours after the end of the event); in such a 
case their cycled distance will be added to that of the participants in Zurich. 

Additionally, starting from 2012 the 27-Hour Cycling Relay in Zurich will join the Sri 
Chinmoy Cycling Challenge.  

   

 



 

 

 


